ADVISOR LIST

General Advising for Chemistry Majors:

A-G    Dr. Zuckerman
H-Q    Dr. Miao
R-Z    Dr. Stephens

General Advising for Physics Majors:

A-L    Dr. Colbert or Dr. Datta
M-Z    Dr. Hauger or Dr. Poppeliers

Specialty Advising for Chemistry Majors:

Forensic Science Track    Dr. Myers
Pre-medical/Pre-dental Track    Dr. Myers
Pre-pharmacy Track    Dr. Crute
Secondary Education    Dr. Zuckerman
I-MAT    Dr. Stephens

Specialty Advising for Physics Majors:

Secondary Education and I-MAT    Dr. Colbert
Pre-engineering    Dr. Colbert or Dr. Datta

**Nuclear Science Track (for both chemistry and physics majors)
Dr. Newton